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About Us

Founded in 2020, Colorwave started with a simple question:

How do we close the
racial wealth gap?

PROBLEM
America’s widening racial wealth gap.

Net worth of a typical White family is roughly ten times
more than a typical Black family. (Brookings)

The median Latinx family earns $0.21 for every $1 earned by the
median White family. (St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank)

+

OPPORTUNITY

The global startup
economy is worth
over $3.8 trillion.

Communities of color remain
locked out.

Yet

Innovation economy is an engine
for wealth creation.

(Kauffman Fellow Research Center

(Startup Genome)

SOLUTION

Black and Latinx
professionals make up only
2.1% and 2.6% of startup
executives, respectively.

=

& MaC VC)

Closing the racial wealth gap and creating a more inclusive
innovation economy by providing professionals of color access
to venture-backed startups.
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Vision

Close the racial wealth gap.

Our vision is to transform the innovation economy from the inside out.
To make the transformation happen, Colorwave will create a powerful community
and ecosystem where:
• Leaders of color hold decision-making roles at some of the best startups.
• Companies can help meet their DEI targets via our talent pipeline.
• Investors have access to investment opportunities from strong and diverse
company founders.

Mission

Connect Black, Latinx, and Native employees to opportunities in the innovation economy.

Colorwave’s mission is to provide leaders of color access to opportunities at
venture-backed startups as they grow.
We deliver on this mission through our Colorwave Fellows Program, an 8-week
virtual experience for Black, Latinx, and Native American professionals to help
them navigate and thrive within the VC-backed sector.
While much attention focuses on the lack of diverse representation at America’s
large corporations, we believe the high-growth, venture-backed sector represents
a unique opportunity to combat racial inequalities in the innovation economy.
Ultimately, if a startup becomes a success, BIPOC professionals in the
organization’s early stages unlock huge career advancement and economic
freedom not commonly afforded to them in traditional corporate roles.

Values

Connection. Community. Change.

Connection – Our Business is Personal
Personal relationships form the foundation of all that we do. Job titles and
responsibilities may guide the day, but ultimately, people drive the business.
Community – Every Decision is Bigger Than Us
We know better than most that diversifying the innovation economy won’t
happen in a silo. Our goal is to build a bridge that leaders of color can cross
for generations to come, and we need the perspectives of our community
to do that.
Change – Transformation Requires Discomfort
At Colorwave, we’re focused on systemic change, not band-aids or quick
fixes. This degree of transformation requires bold solutions that challenge us,
make us uncomfortable, and have a high probability of failure.
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From the
Executive Director
It has been immensely gratifying to witness Colorwave come to life. In just
one year, we have provided a platform for over 100 fellows to access a lifelong
network previously unavailable to them. Our unique program gave these fellows
both the encouragement and the tactical skills to break into America’s venturebacked, entrepreneurial ecosystem. In just one year, we have grown from an
inaugural cohort of 22 fellows to growing our community to more than 130 strong.
Our fellows consistently say that the Colorwave network is the most valuable
aspect of the program. We provide more than an eight-week immersion. We
provide a lifelong community of Black, Latinx, and Native professionals who
are committed to supporting each other throughout all stages of their career.
There is immense power for our fellows to see someone who looks like them
not only encourages them to take professional risks, but also gives them the
practical tools to make change. Most importantly, 100% of our participants would
recommend our program to their peers and have recommended on average 3
other fellows to join our community.
Our partners have benefited from direct access to our pipeline of talented fellows.
We have made nearly 750 direct connections between industry professionals
and our fellows, facilitated more than 150 interviews, and helped 40 fellows locate
roles within the industry.
This year’s annual report spotlights the impact we have made in just one year and
lays out a bold vision for Colorwave’s future.
With our flywheel in full effect, your support will fund additional professional
development programs and help us reach more than 200 additional fellows in
2022. An investment in Colorwave is an investment in changing the face of the
innovation economy for years to come. We deeply appreciate your partnership in
making sure the future of America’s entrepreneurial ecosystem reflects the rich
diversity of our nation!
With gratitude,

John Roussel
Executive Director, Colorwave
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Team
Founding Team
Our Colorwave team is committed to empowering and uplifting communities of
color. With backgrounds in finance, entrepreneurship, and activism, each member
brings passion, focus, and diligence to our organization’s core mission.

Lorenzo Castillo

John Roussel
Executive Director

Director of Community & Scale

Touré Owen
Director of Partnerships

Alumni Leads
A critical component of our growth is the continued engagement, support, and commitment
of alumni. After fellows complete our fellowship, they have an opportunity to work with the
Colorwave team to help drive the continued growth and scale of the program.

Takiyah Hartwell

Stephanie Gaither

Communications and Alumni
Engagement

Recruiting and Application
Process

Candace Hairston
Programming and Fellowship

Tiffany Billey
Partnerships and Social Media
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Board
Founding Board
Our board of industry leaders and executives are active members of the Colorwave
community. They review fellow applications, make meaningful introductions to their
deep networks, and provide one-on-one consultations for our fellows.

Joey Zwillinger

Sherice Torres

Co-founder and Co-CEO,
Allbirds

VP Marketing, Facebook

Leandrew Robinson
General Manager, Mesh Logistics
and Co-founder, Hingeto Co.

David Stark

Jose Lopez

Executive Director, Stiles Hall

General Counsel, Zeplin

Sydney Thomas
Principal, Precursor Ventures

Josh Fisher

Jason Norman

Founder and CIO, Tamridge Capital

Partner, Concrete Rose Capital

Lena McAfee
Head of Staffing and Talent
Engagement, Youtube
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Fellowship
The Fellowship
Program Schedule

01

Tuesday

02

Wednesday

Accountability Group
meeting with small group
to discuss weekly topics

Weekly speaker series
with industry experts and
leaders on weekly topics

Our eight-week fellowship equips fellows with an understanding
of how the startup world operates and creates a community
of support. We discuss a range of topics, including equity
compensation, salary negotiation, and cultivating leadership
capital. Colorwave culminates with personalized introductions to
VCs and hiring managers at VC-backed startups.
Each session begins with community building, enabling fellows to
establish personal relationships across the cohort. Additionally,
fellows meet weekly with their accountability groups to exchange
learnings and review readings. Accountability groups receive points
for attendance & assignment completion. Gamifying this process
enhances engagement and builds community around shared goals.

Program topics
Week 1: Venture Capital’s role in financing startups
Week 2: What it’s like to work at a startup
Week 3: Finding the right fit
Week 4: Excelling as the only or first
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Thursday
Small group
conversations
and meetings with
industry leaders and
professionals

Week 5: Leadership and values
Week 6: Telling your story
Week 7: Industry career connections
Week 8: End of cohort celebration

1:1 meetings around
career transitions
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Speakers
Speakers
Colorwave’s talented community of speakers candidly share their stories,
journeys, and advice as employees and leaders of high-growth startups.
Wally Adeyemo
Deputy Secretary of
the U.S. Treasury

Prakash
Janakiraman

Dr. Condoleezza
Rice

Nextdoor

Former U.S.
Secretary of State

Lo Toney

Sherice Torres

Joey Zwillinger

Plexo Capital

Facebook Financial

Allbirds

Daisy AugerDominguez

Ajene Green

Matt Abrahams

Burt Alper

Kwame Anku

Fatima Dicko

Stanford Graduate
School of Business

Stanford Graduate
School of Business

Black Star Fund

Sugar

Nyakio Grieco

Bo Han

Diishan Imira

Thirteen Lune

Buzzer

Mayvenn

Retrospect

Vice Media Group

Dr. Angela
Jackson

Dr. Theresa
Johnson

New Profit

Airbnb

Claire Kennedy

Ryth Martin

Sean Mendy

Aston Motes

Rauly Ramirez

Axios

Skipify

Concrete Rose
Capital

Angel Investor/dev
color

Lob

Archie Jones
Harvard Business
School

Leandrew
Robinson
Mesh Logistics

Michael Seibel

Richie Serna

Mike Smith

Tabitha Salomon

Renee Tirado

Emanuel Pleitez

Y Combinator

Finix

Footwork VC

Party Dash

Harry’s

Finix

Evan Salisbury

Anarghya
Vardhana

Jareau Wade

Mike Williams

Aaron Zamost

Kate Sargent

Finix˙

Barclays

Solv Health

Allbirds

Allbirds

Maveron LLC
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Fellows
Fellows Profile
Our extraordinary fellows come from a variety of Silicon Valley and Fortune 500
companies. Our members include the youngest person elected to the Newark
School Board, former Fulbright scholars, nonprofit board members, sketch
comedy writers, West Point graduates, and D&I startup leaders, to name a few.
All our fellows have relevant industry experience in rigorous environments,
enabling them to hit the ground running. Our fellows have diverse professional
backgrounds, educational accomplishments, and personal interests, in addition
to a shared commitment towards sparking positive change as the next generation
of entrepreneurs and executives.

Demographics

Functional Background
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Impact
Fellowship Impact
After participating in the program, our Colorwave fellows gain an enhanced
understanding of the startup world, an expanded community of motivated
minority professionals, and an increased opportunity to join future-shaping
organizations. Each of our fellows ultimately plants a seed of promise in the
innovation ecosystem, growing the possibility that tomorrow’s transformational
companies and change-making business leaders reflect the diverse
demographics of America.

Fellowship Impact and Results

133 700+ 175+ 40+

fellows served

introductions

Fellowship Experience

interviews

fellows hired

Placement Industries

100%

would recommend the program (NPS)

100%

improved understanding of venture
funding cycles

95%

improved ability to market themselves
to recruiters
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Selection
Selection Process
All Colorwave fellows go through a rigorous application process conducted
by the Colorwave leadership team, advisory board, and alumni. Fellows are
evaluated on three criteria:

01

Professional Experience
Their skillset, experience, and willingness to hustle.

02

Commitment to Community
Proven commitment to uplifting and supporting
communities of color.

03

Willingness to Join a Startup
Open to joining a startup for the right opportunity.
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Spotlights
Fellow Spotlights
Marissa Haines

“

Joined Buzzer
Coming from a working-class background, I was afraid of risk
and felt like I couldn’t afford to take any chances on my career.
Colorwave gave me a community of folks that I knew were
looking out for me and that confidence to pursue my wildest
dream. After I learned more about the startup industry and met
leaders of color in the space, I felt comfortable taking the leap.

“

Kai Cash

“

Joined Primary Venture Partners
Systemic barriers make networks hard for Black and Latinx
professionals. Colorwave is differentiated because it’s the first
organization that is providing a high-quality pool of professionals,
there is now no excuse for the ‘pipeline problem.” I now have an
expanded network that is deep and easily leveraged.

“

Tyler Benjamin

“

Joined Syndio
Colorwave was the perfect opportunity to grow my network and
get in front of start-ups that do meaningful work. The speaker
series was all genuine conversation. They came in and were
their full self. They were so vulnerable. When you asked them
hard questions, they gave you their answers and more. They
wanted us to understand.

“
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Spotlight
Mical Daniel

“

Joined Syndio
Colorwave equipped me with the tools and the knowledge to
understand the VC space, gave me the verbiage to understand
what’s going on, and then gave me the network. The role
I’m about to start in is one I didn’t even know existed before
joining the ‘wave.’ The Colorwave community made me feel
comfortable about taking this next step.

“

Ehi Ahiwerele

“

Joined Buzzer
After starting a sports media company that had plateaued,
Touré introduced me to Bo Han, the founder of sports platform,
Buzzer. We had a great conversation and shared alignment
on the industry’s future. More than any company I’ve ever
interviewed with, Buzzer very obviously cared about me as a
person. Months after our conversation, Bo shot me an email
asking how I was doing. This simple gesture solidified my
decision to join the company.

“

Stephanie Gaither

“

Joined Guild Education
Simply put, Colorwave needs to exist because there aren’t
enough people of color in certain spaces and companies.
Colorwave is creating more than a program, it’s a community. A
lot of alumni are sticking around to help Colorwave because we
care about the community.

“
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Partners
Partners
Our forward-thinking partners share a unified vision of accelerating
diversity transformation in America’s innovation economy. Through
providing broader access to jobs, funding, and critical networks to
professionals of color, our partners are committed to creating real and
lasting change to make the VC-backed sector more accessible, equitable,
and inclusive for all communities.
Thank you to our inaugural community of partners who have made our
work possible.

Investor Partners

Company Partners
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Case
Study
Partner Case Study
Bo Han, CEO of sports streaming
startup Buzzer, understood the
importance of a diverse team. Seeking
to develop an inclusive workplace,
Bo turned to his venture firm Lerer
Hippeau for support. As a venture firm
that witnessed the negative outcomes
of homogeneous organizations, Lerer
Hippeau partnered with Colorwave to
connect Black and Latinx professional
talent with its portfolio.
Lerer Hippeau introduced Bo to
the Colorwave Team, establishing
an immediate connection with the
Colorwave community. Bo hired three
Colorwave fellows to join his team of
fewer than 50 employees, contributing
to a foundation of diversity for his
company to scale.

Conclusion
The three Colorwave fellows Bo hired
took leadership roles across product
management, human resources, and
finance at Buzzer. As early employees,
the fellows were able to acquire a
meaningful equity stake in the company
and break into an industry that had
been previously inaccessible to them.
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Next
What’s Next
We’re excited to build on the momentum we’ve achieved by expanding in 2022.
Moving ahead, we will increase the number of fellows we serve per cohort and
better serve each fellow by adding additional full-time and part-time staff. We’re
also thrilled to be establishing new partnerships with other organizations seeking
to make a meaningful change. As we look for ways to continue supporting and
advancing the careers of our fellows, we hope to launch post-fellowship support
initiatives around executive and entrepreneur tracks. Each cohort will also
have the opportunity to nominate a president who will facilitate alumni /cohort
gatherings. Our areas of focus for next year include:

Double Cohort Size
Double the size of our fellowship to support 250+ fellows. Launch
regional based cohorts and alumni hubs.

Develop On-Demand Content
Pilot self-service content to help more professionals access the
innovation economy.

Drive Inclusion
Work with venture and startup partners to better understand and
drive inclusion for employees of color in the innovation economy.
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Support
Support the
Movement

An equitable innovation industry starts with you.
The tremendous progress we’ve made this year was only possible with the
generous support of organizational partners and individuals donors who deeply
believe in our mission. Your contributions are critical to connect communities of
color to the companies of tomorrow.

Help close the racial wealth gap today.
PARTNER
Venture firms, startups, and corporations committed to creating
a more equitable and inclusive innovation economy by providing
access to jobs, funding, and critical networks to professionals of color.
Partner

DONATE
Foundations, philanthropists, and individuals committed to creating
systemic can support our work and help us scale our impact by
making a tax deductible donation.
Donate

APPLY
We are always on the lookout for talent! If you are a Black, Latinx,
or Native professional interested in transitioning to a career in the
innovation economy, please fill out our Fellowship Interest Form.
Apply
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